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THE GOOD NEWS
by Chris Martins
Optimism and music are a funny combination; no matter how hard times get, you can count on someone to
come along with a guitar and say the exact opposite.
Like Woody Guthrie. He reached adulthood in Okemah,
Oklahoma in the 1930s—the Dust Bowl. He looked on
helplessly as droughts and blizzards and heat and dirt
storms and every other weapon that Nature had up her
sleeve bombarded life with absolute abandon, turning
day into night and crops into nothing and people into
skin-wearing skeletons. The elements broke his neighbors. The earth killed his family members. And yet, his
most lasting impact on American history as an artist was
an upbeat tune written with the honesty of a small child
called “This Land is Your Land.” No irony intended.
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Modest Mouse’s Isaac Brock is also obsessed with
land. And these days, he’s an optimist—albeit a rather
concerned, freak-out prone one. In a year when his creative partner of 10 years, drummer Jeremiah Green,
left the band (for reasons that remain private), a stretch
of time when several friends died without the destructive trappings of neglect or excess (“a big cosmic ‘fuck
you,’” he told Filter last winter), Isaac turned around
and wrote “Float On” and “Ocean Breathes Salty.” And
the words, “We have one chance/One chance to get
everything right…And if we’re lucky we might/My
friends, my habits, my family, they mean so much to
me…” He was sick of dwelling in sadness, so he created something positive to crawl into. And when he
climbed inside, he found plenty of company.

PHOTOS: BRIAN TAMBORELLO

(AND THE UNLIKELY CONFIDENCE OF A MODEST MOUSE)
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ABOUT BAD NEWS
“I guess people need to be reminded that not
absolutely everything is so fucking hopeless,” says
Brock, talking through the cigarette he’s trying to light.
“I realized the other day that we’ve never written any
political songs, and for a second I thought, ‘God, I’ve
been slacking off. Should we have had something like
that on the record?’ But then I realized that there’s no
reason why we can’t make something that’s just fun.
There’s no reason why we can’t make happy music.”
Brock’s just received word that he’s a check-signing
away from becoming an official homeowner for the first
time (a happy construct that’s much less likely to be
moved into by MTV, barring a Cribs special). He’s also
about two days away from finalizing the lineup for All
Tomorrow’s Parties Pacific. Modest Mouse have been
chosen to curate this year (November 6-7 in Long
Beach, aboard the permanently moored RMS Queen
Mary), which is a significant declaration against that 15-

year-old philosophy (as in, a philosophy held by 15year-olds) that an artist’s credibility is somehow forfeit
once Clear Channel broadcasts a song. For Los
Angeles—and any city the event touches—ATP is a
welcome annual return to the kind of values that
birthed the music festival in the first place: advancement of creativity, exposure to new artists, collaboration and community, affordable fun.
“I’m hoping to have bands that I really love—that we
really love—that have names that people will want to
come out and see,” says Brock (which shouldn’t be a
problem considering they’ve already wrangled the
Flaming Lips, Lou Reed, and the Shins), “and then give
people a whole bunch of surprises of shit that they might
not have ever heard that’s really goddamned cool. It’s
like a live mixtape—that’s what it feels like to me.”
Which is what Sonic Youth’s Thurston Moore once
called it, and what founder Barry Hogan had in mind
FILTER mini 11
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when he started ATP in 1999. His UK promoter peers
told him the idea would flop, but he stuck to his ideals,
made the right decisions, and saw it turn into something
legitimate and viable. The prices are reasonable, the bill
is free of big-name fluff, and the festival grows laterally
instead of vertically: Barry is up for bringing ATP to new
cities, but he keeps ticket sales limited and turns down
venue upgrades. Sure there are compromises to be
made—yes, that’s a large company’s name you see on the
ticket; okay, there’s a song from The Moon and Antarctica
playing in the background of that car commercial—but
so fucking what? The fact that something fundamentally
pure is able to do better than simply survive in the industry’s smog-chocked climate is no small matter.

“PEOPLE NEED TO BE
REMINDED THAT NOT
ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING
IS SO FUCKING HOPELESS.”
And as for Good News for People Who Love Bad News,
Modest Mouse’s most successful album yet, the same
applies. We’ve seen the Papa Roaches and Dashboard
Confessionals of the world bumped off of playlists in
favor of one of our favorites, who just happen to be “in”
right now. Like Barry Hogan, the band’s been doing
exactly what they wanted to do since day one, and now
that other brand of optimism (the stubborn kind) is
proving that they were right all along. And besides—
though “cheery” might be a bit of an overstatement—
“hopeful” isn’t too far off when it comes to Brock’s
lyrics. That tangible sarcasm and bitterness toward
modern living and urban sprawl that has characterized
so many Modest Mouse records always seemed to come
from a better place. The sum of Issac’s words isn’t a
hate-fueled diatribe against the Western world, it’s
worry for something that might be lost and longing for
something that could be better.
“I get freaked out thinking about how much we’re
fucking up the environment with so much waste and
shit,” says Isaac. “Like, okay, I can walk to the grocery
store, and that helps, and I can buy things fresh since
everything comes in a shit-ton of packaging, but then
what about the bags I put the food in? Do I bring my
own with me next time? I just don’t know some12 FILTER
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times—there’s always something else to worry about. I
don’t like to think about it, but I can’t get away from it.”
But at the very least, music can be one helluva healing salve. The best song Woody Guthrie ever recorded
recounts the story of a man who sees the earth turn evil
while the well-off turn against the poor. After Tom Joad
kills a murdering deputy, he knows he has to leave town
or his family will pay, so he wakes his mother up in the
night and kisses her goodbye, telling her, “Ever’body
might be just one big soul/Well, at least it looks that
way to me/Everywhere that you look in the day or
night/That’s where I’m gonna be, Ma/That’s where
I’m gonna be.” It’s not hope despite the times, it’s hope
in spite of the times—optimism as a willful reaction
against so much negativity. Barry and Woody and Isaac
(and his bandmates Eric Judy, Dann Gallucci and the
recently returned Jeremiah Green) are the best kind of
optimists: literally or otherwise, they sing in the face of
their enemies. Sticks and stones might break bones, but
smiles are contagious as hell. F
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A MODEST HOUSE
During the Filter Mini interview,
Isaac found out that the Portland
home he had been fighting for was
going to be his, complete with a big
yard for his beloved dog and cats.
Unfortunately, getting the already
hesitant Brock to wax philosophical
on music was out of the question at
this point; he was too excited. So
we figured why not indulge the man
in what’s making him happy at the
moment, and see if we can’t pick up
some home improvement tips while
we’re at it. Isaac Brock on…
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landlord––I’m the guy. I’m knocking out walls, fucking tearing up
floors. There’s no deposit to worry
about—it’s my own shit I’m breaking.

…remodeling.

…owning.

They’re putting Pottery Barn-style
tiles and shit in the kitchen for some
reason, so I’m just going to walk
into the house and christen it with a
bowling ball. I don’t want to get
used to it. I don’t want to be like,
‘Okay, I’ll take care of this when I
get home,’ and let it sit there. I’d
much rather tear up the floor and
have it look like future sight of rad
spot, than current sight of shitty.

I’m getting another dog when I
move into my new house.You know
why? Because, I don’t have to ask a

They carpeted over two areas that
have really nice, old hardwood

…oor covering.

floors underneath. It’s fancy carpeting—if I was going to have carpeting, it’d be that—but I don’t want
carpeting. It’s a fucking filthy floor
sponge for your house. Every nasty
thing you step on in the street,
every little piece of shit will end up
staying with you in your home.

…location.
Overcast, rain clouds…that’s how
we do up here. It’s nice. I get paranoid without the clouds. Seriously, I
don’t need to be reminded that the
sun’s there. I’ll visit it in tropical
places or whatever, but shit, it’ll be
there. It’ll be there long, long, long
after me, and ya know what? We
don’t need to get too familiar.
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